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Introduction
Solar Eclipses, being brief spectacular transient events, have
a rich history, such as the discoveries of the solar (not lunar)
corona, helium, and the Einstein deflection of starlight. This talk
will be about the history of the observations of the dynamic display
of Baily’s beads seen near the edges of total and annular solar
eclipse paths.
My serious work in astronomy began around 1962 with observing
and predicting lunar grazing occultations. That’s how IOTA began,
with my efforts to encourage these observations. My first total solar
eclipse was in 1970, and I naturally decided to observe a short
distance inside the southern limit, to see and time the “ultimate
grazing occultation”. Such eclipse edge observations had been
made at many previous eclipses, to refine the predictions and the
lunar orbit.
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Goals
• Solar radius value determined in the past from measurements
near the edges of total solar eclipse paths
– In 1980, Eddy and Bornazian claimed that the solar diameter was
decreasing by 1 based on 3 centuries of solar transits made with
meridian circles
– I showed that between eclipses observed in 1715 and 1979, the solar
diameter difference was much less, but not zero
– Measurements originally intended to improve eclipse path predictions
– Re-analyses done to determine if there are long-term changes in the solar
diameter
– Questions on what was measured as defining the Sun’s edge depends on
the wavelength of the measurement

• Goal: determine the measurement accuracy by comparing past
methods with co-located modern ones
• Goal: Organize volunteers to replicate old observations
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Outline
– Summary of 18th -20th centuries observations
– Results from diameter determinations with old and modern
data
– Results of citizen participation experiments for August 21,
2017 eclipse
– Conclusions
– Future efforts
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Solar Radius Determinations from Solar Eclipses

The radius correction, delta-R, is relative to the standard value at 1 A.U., 959.63 arc seconds.
All have been reduced using David Herald’s WinOccult program and analyzed with the Solrad programs. The
Delta-R values are from 2-parameter solutions using bead events within 30° of the poles to use the better
accuracy of the Watts lunar polar profile. Reanalysis with LRO data is needed.
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The 1715 May 3 TSE
Edmond Halley had the broadside to the left widely
distributed across England, encouraging everyone
to watch the eclipse and note where they were. It
was the first Citizen Science experiment for a TSE.
Thee observers reported “instantaneous” totality at
locations near the actual limits, one at the north
and two at the south. The observations were
published in the Philosophical Transactions of the
Royal Society. Paul Muller investigated the locations
and measured coordinates from modern maps.

North Limit
South Limit
South Limit
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The 1925 Jan 24 TSE, S. Limit across N.Y.C.
Ernest Brown wanted to know where the
southern limit was and encouraged
residents of New York City to find it.
Consolidated Gas Co. workers watched the
eclipse from rooftops at block intervals
along Riverside Drive, watching the Sun and
looking for the shadow. Those north of 96th
Street reported some totality, while those
south of it said no totality occurred. A flash
spectrum was attempted at Ladd Obs. in N.
Scituate, RI, with no recording because the
lines “changed from absorption to
emission
and back to
absorption in
only 3s”, but
that determined the
northern
limit.
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The 1983 June 11 TSE, Java, Indonesia
Dr. John Parkinson organized 25 6th grade
students on the north coast of central Java. They
divided into two teams, shown to the left,
straddling the north (Batang) and the south
edges (Bangil) of the eclipse path. Their
observations showed that the diameter of the
Sun was 0.34 smaller than predicted. But the
uncertainties were large, partly due to rushed
training of some of the observers.

The late Dr. Alan Fiala,
seen near left,
video recorded Baily’s
Beads near the
southern limit at Bangil
for the first time during
this eclipse.
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Richard Nugent

Baily’s beads
determine the times for
2nd and 3rd contacts
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Accuracy of the Video Observations of the Total
Solar Eclipse of February 26, 1998

There were two video recordings made at each limit (N1, N2 and S1, S2) with observer’s initials
in the table followed by the number of bead timings. The first line in the two tables includes all
observers; the results for different combinations of single observers at each limit follow. The
first line of the 2nd (2-parameter) table was used in the table in panel 9. Although the formal
error for each result is rather small, the differences between results for different combinations
of observers show that the true error is larger, about 0.15, apparently reflecting different
levels of the Sun detected by different scope/filter/camera combinations. A similar analysis of
the 1878 eclipse showed larger errors for pairs of visual observations.
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We thought this would provide a unique opportunity to define the solar diameter from
path edge measurements.
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Citizen Participation for the
August 21, 2017 Eclipse
• Historical measurements involved citizen participation
– Eye safety concerns now make organizing large citizen science
efforts for eclipses difficult
– Distaste for observing near eclipse path edges – “Miss the best part!”
fears
– Efforts to organize volunteers for the August 2017 eclipse was timeconsuming with limited success

• Tried using volunteers with smart phones to mitigate safety
concerns
– Fear of damaging phones expressed by some, but was not a problem
– Phone cameras proved to be poorly suited for the eclipse, most
recordings being strongly overexposed (need an app to control it)
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Observations near northern limit

About 100 people were in the s.w. corner of Iowa,
about 300m south of the n. limit. But the video of
the eclipse they obtained was compromised by
variable thick clouds, so no useable data obtained.

The image is from David Dunham’s
video with an Alcatel smart phone at
Sugar Maple Square, approximately
600m S of the predicted northern limit.
The view looked like this for about
17s, but totality was less since the
fainter Baily’s beads are lost in the
overexposed corona.

An 8x clip-on telephoto lens was used, duplicating equipment used by Jan Kok at the s. limit. It shows the limitations
of smart phones for recording eclipses. This attempt, Jan
Kok’s, & the effort at Minden, NE, are the only known
attempts to use smart phones to record from locations near
the eclipse limits.
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Best Northern Limit Observation – Konrad Guhl, IOTA/ES, Thermopolis, WY
Latitude
43°40’23.5”N
Longitude
108°12’18.4”W
h=1320 m
(WGS84)
700m inside
the totality
zone

The observations were analyzed with the Baily’s
bead module of Dave Herald’s Occult 4 program
using Kaguya and LRO LOLA lunar profile data. The
average correction to the standard Solar radius
(959.63) was found to be +0.03.
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Observations near southern limit

Left- Jan Kok’s
setup to orient
21 Alcatel
smart phones
that automatically recorded
the eclipse.
Even with the
8x telephoto,
the corona and
beads blended
together, making
it hard to tell when
Minden (Nebraska) Whippets Eclipse Team
beads disappeared
or reappeared.
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On Road 30 west of Minden, Nebraska
15 stations were set up
with spacing 25m – 100m.
An adult (usually a teacher)
and 2 high school students
were at each station.
Besides iPad recordings,
they observed visually and
wrote their impressions. It
was their first solar eclipse.

The best
Image, from
the video at
Station 8.
High clouds
hindered the
observations.

Most recordings were of
poorer quality, like this; the
corona was overexposed
and blended with the beads.
Only the northernmost Sta. 1
may have had any totality,
confirming Xavier Jubier’s
larger radius, 0.3 greater
than the IAU value, but
quantifying it is elusive.
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Best Southern-Limit
Observation

Telescopic Videos with
DSLR cameras like this by
Fred Bruenjes at
Warrensburg, Missouri might
better quantify the path width
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Baily’s Beads
on Aug. 21, 2017
1.3 km inside s. limit
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uufiAGwzE8U

Central Line Observation – Bart Billard, IOTA, Huckleberry Knob, NC
To the left is a view of the
2nd contact Baily’s beads
video recorded by Bart
Billard at Lat. 35
19.0362 N,
Long. 83 59.4840 W,
h 1672m with a Celestron
NexStar 5 telescope,
Kendrick Astro
Instruments Solar Filter,
Supercircuits PC164CEX2 video camera with a
focal reducer and an IOTA
Video Time Inserter.

Since we now have accurate lunar limb data all around the Moon’s limb from LOLA
laser altimeter on NASA’s Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter, we are no longer at the mercy
of the inaccurate Watts charts, video recordings of Baily’s beads like this can be used
just like the ones near the limits, to determine the angular diameter of the Sun. But the
limit observations have some advantage, with the speed of the phenomena slowed
down by the circular geometry.
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Conclusions
• Efforts for the August 21, 2017 eclipse
– Failed to determine historical measurement accuracies by
comparing past methods with co-located modern ones
– Did not have a sufficient number of volunteers to allow for
weather and equipment challenges to replicating old observations
successfully

• Questions on the usability of historical observations in
determining long-term changes in the solar diameter still
not answered
Multiple dedicated observers put forth considerable efforts with
results not as good or comprehensive as we wanted.
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Future
• Consider experiments to determine the edge in various
wavelengths
– Compare with co-located replication of historical techniques

• Techniques
– Flash spectrum
– Eclipse video in targeted wavelengths

• Complete analyses of eclipses from the 19th century
• Redo the analysis of most past eclipses with LRO data
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Flash Spectrum Observations
Recording the flash spectrum around 2nd and 3rd contacts promises good results,
enabling measurement of the solar edge intensity profile in different wavelengths.
But obtaining good-quality results of most interest, like the views below, is difficult;
the flash spectra obtained during 2017 that I’ve seen are not as good as these. A
proposal by M. Kentrianakis, X. Jubier, L. Quaglia, C. Emmanouilidis, and J. Irwin,
to deploy spectroscopic systems like these at many sites straddling the edges of
the Aug. 21st path of totality, was not funded. This was unfortunate since it was
clear at the proposed sites, and chances at near-future eclipses are poorer.

Below: Flash Spectrum of 1980 Feb. 16th
Total Solar Eclipse in Kenya
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Future Eclipses
2019 July 2, n. Chile, n. Argentina
2020 Dec. 14, s. Chile, s. Argentina
2021 Dec. 4, Antarctica
2023 Apr. 20, W. Australia
2023 Oct. 14, Oregon to Texas, annular
2024 Apr. 8, N. America, see map below

Thanks for your
attention –
Any questions?
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